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A S I X T H - C E N T U R Y  M A N U A L  O F  I N D I A N  L O G I C *  

(A Translation of the NY.4YAPRA VE~A) 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The Text of  The N Y X Y A P R A V E ~ A  

The history of Indian logic may be divided into three periods, old Ny~ya, 
Buddhist logic, and new Ny~tya. The sixth century A.D., the efflorescence 
of  the second period, was characterized by the establishment of the doc- 
trine of Dign~ga (circa A.D. 480-540). 1 Safikarasv~tmin, who is said to 
have been a disciple of  Dign~ga, 2 composed the Nydyapravega as an in- 
troduction to Dign~tga's doctrine. 8 This work seems to have been popular 
even among the Jains, for Haribhadra, a Jain, wrote a commentary on it 
in the eleventh century or slightly earlier. 4 

Hsfian Tsang (A.D. 602-664) made a Chinese translation of the 
Nydyaprave~a, 5 and his disciple K'uei Chi 6 and others commented on it. 
Hsiian Tsang's translation has been one of the most important textbooks 
for the science of  Buddhist logic in China as well as in Japan. We have 
two Tibetan translations, one from the Sanskrit, 7 and the other from 
Hsiian Tsang's Chinese translation, s 

The Sanskrit text was published by B. Dhruva for the first time in 1930 
(G.O.S. ed. No. 38). 9 N. D. Mironov had another edition printed ila 
T'oung Pao the next year. 10 Having compared these Sanskrit texts with 
the Chinese translation, H. Ui concluded that the Chinese translation 
represents the form closest to the original, and that there should be some 
later interpolations in those Sanskrit editions which have been published 
so far. Thus realizing the value of the Chinese translation, he published 
another edition in 1944.11 

I will use Dhruva's edition (D) as the basic text of  the following trans- 
lation, and point out differences between the Sanskrit text and the Chinese 
translation in the notes. 

2. The Contents of The Nydyapravega 

The Nyayapravega deals with the following topics: 
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Means of  proof  (sddhana): The statements comprising a correct syllo- 
gism, capable of  convincing others. 

Fallacious means of  proof  (sddhandbhdsa): The defective statements 
incapable of convincing others; 

Means of refutation (d~.san.a). 
Fallacious means of refutation (d~.san.tibhdsa). 
Perception (pratyak.sa) and inference (anumdna). 
Fallacious perception (pratyak.sdbhdsa) and fallacious inference 

(anumdndbhdsa). 
The first two topics are the main concern of  our treatise. 

3. Property (Dharma} and Property-possessor (Dharmin) 

The relation between dharma and dharmin plays a fundamental role in the 
Indian system of  inference. Indian logicians conducted their inference on 
the basis of  the dharma-dharmin relation. Here the word 'dharma' means 
a property while 'dharmin' designates a property-possessor. The concepts 
of property and property-possessor are complementary to each other. 
The dharma-dharmin relation may be formulated as follows: 

When x occurs in y, x is the property (dharma) and y is the 
property-possessor (dharmin). 

The property-possessor may be regarded as the locus or the substratum in 
or upon which the property rests. For  instance, when there is smoke on a 
mountain, the smoke is the property; the mountain, the property- 
p o s s e s s o r .  

The statements comprising Indian syllogism have the fundamental 
form: there is a property in a property-possessor. The statement "There 
is fire on the mountain" has that form, for instance. Of course, other 
forms are also used, but in Sanskrit they can be smoothly transformed 
into the form: There is a property in a property-possessor. For  example, 
the meaning o f "Sound  is impermanent" is expressed by "anitya.h ~abda~." 
('Anitya.h' is nom. sg., meaning 'impermanent',  ~abda.h' is also nom. sg., 
meaning sound. Usually a copula is not written in Sanskrit.) This Sans- 
krit sentence can be rewritten as "'~abdasya anityatvam." (The suffix 
"-tin' is attached to the stem 'anitya' while 'dabda.h' is replaced by its 
genitive '~abdasya'. The suffix "-tva' has the function of  making an ab- 
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stract noun, hence 'anityatva' means 'impermanence'.) A literal transla- 
tion of"gabdasya anityatvam" may be "There is impermanence in sound." 
This rewriting makes one see clearly that the property, impermanence, 
resides in the property-possessor, sound. 

The concepts of  property and property-possessor become dearer  when 
compared with the concepts of  subject and predicate. The terms 'subject' 
and 'predicate' refer to words in a sentence, while the terms 'property'  and 
'property-possessor' to objects which may be denoted by words in a sen- 
tence. The dharma-dharmin relation is independent of the syntactic con- 
nection. For  instance, in the sentence "Sound is impermanent" the sub- 
ject is the word 'sound' while in the sentence "Impermanence resides in 
sound" the subject has shifted to the word 'impermanence'. In both cases, 
however, sound remains the property-possessor. The predicate and the 
property can be understood in an analogous way. 

4. The Basic Structure of lndian Syllogism 

There are two kinds of  Indian Syllogisms - five-membered 12 and three- 
membered. The latter may be exemplified by the following: 

(a) There is fire on the mountain, 

(b) because of  smoke. 

(c) Wherever there is smoke, there is fire, as in a fireplace. 

In (a), fire is the property and the mountain is the property-possessor or 
locus; (b) points out that the property, smoke, rests upon the locus, the 
mountain. (c) can be rewritten as" Wherever there is smoke, there is fire, 
as for instance, there are smoke and fire in a fireplace. Thus in each of the 
sentences (a), (b), and (c), a dharma-dharmin relation or the combination 
of  dharma-dharmin relations is expressed. We may, therefore, understand 
the meaning of (a), (b), and (c) in the following way: 

(a) The arguer wishes to prove that there is fire on the mountain. 

(b) By pointing out smoke on the same mountain, he gives the 
inferential mark by which one can infer that there is fire on 
the mountain. 
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(c) He shows that wherever there is smoke, there is fire, and he 
gives as an example a fireplace where there are both fire and 
smoke. 

The existence of fire on the mountain is proved by the existence of smoke 
on the same mountain and by the fact that wherever there is smoke, there 
is fire. To generalize, the existence of a property in its locus is proved by 
the existence of another property in the same locus, and by the fact that 
wherever there is the latter property, there is the former property. 

Another instance of the three-membered Indian syllogism is given by: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Sound is impermanent, 

because of 'produced-ness' (or because of [its] property of 
being produced). 

Whatever is produced is impermanent, like a pot. 

Though (a) may not seem to express in a direct manner the dharma- 
dharmin relation, the relation is surely implied in (a), which will become 
explicit if we transform (a) into "There is impermanence in sound." 
(b) is to be regarded as a shortened form of "because of 'produeed-ness' 
in sound," or "because there is 'produced-ness' in sound." (c) may be 
rewritten as "Wherever there is 'produced-ness', there is impermanence; 
as for instance, there are 'produced-ness' and impermanence in a pot." 
Like the previous case, in each of the sentences (a), (b) and (c), a dharma- 
dharmin relation or the combination of dharma-dharmin relations is ex- 
pressed. We may, therefore, understand the meaning of (a), (b) and (c) in 
the following manner: 

(a) The arguer wishes to prove that there is impermanence in 
sound. 

(b) By pointing out 'produced-ness' in sound, he gives the inferen- 
tial mark by which he can infer that there is impermanence in 
sound. 

(c) He shows that wherever there is 'produced-ness', there is 
impermanence, and he gives as an example a pot, where there 
are both 'produced-ness' and impermanence. 
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Here, also, the essential point is that the existence of impermanence in 
sound is proved by the existence of 'produced-hess '  in sound. 

When, in these two syllogisms, we substitute 
'Locus I' for 'mountain'  or 'sound', 
'Proper typ '  for 'fire' or ' impermanence',  
'Property q' for 'smoke'  or 'produced-ness', 
'Locus w' for 'fireplace' or 'pot ' ,  

we get the following schema of the three-membered Indian syllogism: 

(a) There is Proper typ  in Locus/ ,  

(b) because there is Property q (in Locus l). 

(c) Wherever there is Property q, there is Property p, as in Locus 
W. 

I will call this Schema I. 
The terminology of  Indian logic has been arranged in such a way as to 

refer to factors such as Property p, Property q, Locus w, etc., but not to 
the subject, the predicate, etc., of  a sentence. Property p is called the 
s~dhya; Property q, the hetu or the mark; and Locus w, the example. 

5. The Pak.sa 

Roughly speaking, the pak.sa is the subject or the locus of  inference. It is 
defined in our text as follows: 

The pak.sa is a recognized property-possessor which the arguer wishes to prove to 
be qualified by a recognized qualifier. (Cf. translation p. 120) 

In Schema 1, the pak.sa is Locus l which the arguer wishes to prove to be 
qualified by Property p. When one wants to prove that there is fire on the 
mountain, the pak.sa is the mountain where fire must be proved to exist. 
To give another example, in the case of  proving that sound is imperma- 
nent, the pak~a is sound which must be proved to be qualified by imper- 
manence. Thus apak.sa has to fulfill two conditions: It must be a property- 
possessor, and it must be qualified by a property. 

In the definition of  the pak.sa our author, Safikarasv~tmin, adds the 
adjective 'recognized' (prasiddha) to both 'qualifier' and 'property- 
possessor'. This modification is intended to show that one must admit 
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the existence of both  the qualifier (i.e., the property) and the property- 
possessor. For  instance, the existence of  a mountain is universally ad- 
mitted. The horn of  a rabbit, however, is not admitted to be existent. 
Whenever the existence of  the horn of  a rabbit  is subject to dispute, it 
would be implausible, our author thinks, to argue whether the color 
white resides in the horn of  a rabbit. The existence of a unicorn is not 
admitted, either. Therefore, it would be impossible to argue whether a 
unicorn is on a mountain or not. A unicorn, the horn of a rabbit, etc., 
thus cannot play the role of  the property or the property-possessor in this 
system. 

6. The Inferable Property ( Sddhya-dharma) and 
the Reason (Sddhana-dharma) 

The property the arguer wishes to prove to exist in the pak.sa is called a 
sddhya, such as Property p in Schema 1. The property to be referred to 
when one wishes to prove the sddhya to exist in the pak~a is called a 
sddhana or hetu, such as Property q in Schema 1. Therefore, the relation 
between a sddhya and a hetu can be expressed as follows" The existence of 
a sadhya in its locus is proved by the existence of the hetu in the same 
locus. 

7. The Mark (hetu) 

The hetu (sddhana-dharma) is also called a mark. (Although 'hetu' prima- 
rily means ' reason' ,  I translate it by 'mark '  to avoid giving the impression 
that the hetu is a proposition rather than a property. In other texts 'li~ga' 
(literally meaning 'mark ' )  is also used for the hetu.) For  instance, smoke 
rising f rom a mountain is given as the mark  by which one can infer that 
there is fire on the mountain.  

A correct mark  must  possess the following three aspects. 

8. The First Aspect of a Correct Mark 

The first aspect of  a correct mark  is that  it be a property of  the pak.sa 
(pak.sadharmatva). For  instance, when smoke is given as the mark  of  
fire's belonging to the mountain,  the pak.sa, the smoke, must be a prop-  
erty of  the same mountain. Smoke rising f rom a place other than that  
mountain cannot  be accepted as a correct mark. Likewise, when one wants 
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to prove that  sound is impermanent,  the mark,  'produced-ness ' ,  must  be 
seen in the sound. 

9. The Second Aspect of a Correct Mark 

The second aspect of  a correct mark  is that  it be present in the sapak.sa 
(sapakse sattvam). The 'sapak.sa' means anything which is similar to the 
pak.sa insofar as it possesses the sddhya. When one wishes to prove that 
there is fire on the mountain,  a fireplace is an instance of the sapak.sa, 
because it possesses fire. 

I t  is not yet known for certain whether the mountain,  the pak.sa, pos- 
sesses fire, but  it is certain that  a fireplace possesses fire. Even though 
there is such a difference between the way thepak.sa possesses the sddhya and 
the way the sapak$a possesses the sddhya, this difference is to be put aside 
when the sapaks.a is said to be similar to the pak.sa. 

The term 'sapaks.a" refers to an individual member  of  a class, not to a 
class considered as a single collective entity. For  example, the fireplace 
mentioned as an instance of  the sapak.sa is a member  of  the class Fireplace, 
not  the class Fireplace. Smoke or fire can upon a fireplace, but  not upon 
the class Fireplace taken as an abstract entity. 

To possess the second aspect, a mark  need not be present in all the 
sapak.sa. Let us consider, for instance, an iron ball red-hot by heat. When 
the pak.sa is the mountain where the existence of fire is to be proved, the 
red-hot ball is a sapak.sa, since it has fire. Smoke, which can obviously be 
accepted as a correct mark,  however, is not present in the ball. Hence, 
the second aspect of  a correct mark  could be more precisely expressed as 
follows: The mark  must be present in all or some sapak~a. 

10. The Third Aspect of a Correct Mark 

The third aspect of  a correct mark  is that  it not be present in the vipak.sa 
(vipak.se "sattvarn). The 'vipak.sa' means anything dissimilar to the pak.sa, 
insofar as it does not possessess the sadhya. When the pakaa is the moun- 
tain to be qualified by fire, a lake can be given as an instance of  the 
vipak~a, for it is well-known that  there is no fire in a lake. As in the 
case of  the 'sapak~a', the 'vipak.sa' refers to an individual member  of  a 
class. 
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When the existence of  fire is proved by means of  smoke, the latter, 
being a correct mark, is absent not only from the lake, but also from 
anything which lacks fire. Although a correct mark does not have to be 
present in all the sapak.sa, it does have to be absent from all the vipak.sa. 

11. The Example (D.r.st. dnta) 

There are two kinds of  examples according to whether they are given 
through similarity or through dissimilarity to thepak.sa. 

When one infers the existence of the sddhya by the existence of the 
mark, one must know by experience that wherever the mark exists the 
sddhya exists. When one infers the existence of  fire by the existence of  
smoke, for instance, one must know that wherever there is smoke, there 
is fire. The relation expressed by "Wherever the mark exists, the sddhya 
exists" is called positive concomitance (anvaya). Any locus for which 
positive concomitance holds true can be given as an example. This kind 
of  example is called an example through similarity. It is similar to the 
pak.sa, since both it and the pak.sa possess the sddhya and the mark. 
An example through similarity is chosen from any sapak.sa that are at 
the same time loci of  the mark. A red-hot ball, being a sapaks.a but not 
a locus of  smoke, cannot be chosen as an example through similarity, 
for it has to be the locus of Proper typ  and Property q. 

The other kind of  example is called 'an example through dissimilarity'. 
Just as we know that wherever the mark exists, the sddhya exists, we also 
know that wherever there is no sddhya, there is no mark. The relation 
expressed by "Wherever there is no sddhya, there is no mark"  is called 
negative concomitance (vyatireka). A locus for which negative concomi- 
tance holds true can be given as the second kind of example. For  instance, 
a lake, where there is neither fire nor smoke, can be given as an example 
of  the second type. This type of example is dissimilar to the pak.sa, since 
the example possesses neither the sddhya nor the mark while the pak.sa 
does. A vipak.sa can be given as an example through dissimilarity, for it 
lacks the sddhya. 

12. Fallacious Means of Proof 

Fallacious means of proof  are classified according to fallacies of  the 
pak.sa, of the mark, and of  the example. Our text enumerates nine sorts of  
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fallaciouspak.sa, accord ing  as they  are  con t rad ic t ed  by  percept ion ,  infer-  

ence, etc. 

A fa l lac ious  m a r k  is one which does  no t  possess all the  three  aspects  o f  

a cor rec t  mark .  There  are  three k inds  of  fa l lac ious  m a r k s :  unrecognized  

(asiddha), which lack  the first aspect  o f  a cor rec t  m a r k ;  inconclusive 

(anaikdntika), which lack  ei ther  the second aspect  or  the th i rd  aspect ;  

and  con t rad ic t ed  (viruddha), which lack  b o t h  the  second  and  the th i rd  

aspects.  

There  are  two k inds  o f  fa l lacious examples :  one is given th rough  simi-  

la r i ty ;  the  other ,  t h rough  diss imilar i ty .  

W e  have ou t l ined  the means  o f  p r o o f  and  its fal lacies and,  in the  notes  

to  the  t rans la t ion ,  will explain  percept ion ,  inference,  the  means  o f  refu- 

t a t ion ,  and  thei r  var ious  poss ible  fallacies.  
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xa An instance of the five-membered syllogism is given by: 

(a) The statement of thepak.sa: The mountain possesses fire, 
(b) The statement of the mark: because of smoke. 
(c) The statement of positive concomitance: Wherever there is smoke, there is fire, 

as in a fireplace. 
(d) Application: So in the case of that mountain. 
(e) Conclusion: Therefore, the mountain possesses fire. 
It is asserted by (e), not by (a), that the mountain possesses fire. In (d) positive con- 

comitance between smoke and fire is shown to be true in the case of the mountain, too. 
When (d) and (e) are omitted from these five members, the three remaining members 
comprise a three-membered syllogism. 

TRANSLATION 

1. Summary 

Means of  proof  (sddhana) and means of  refutation (d~.san. a) together with 
their fallacies (dbhdsa) are pertinent for  [bringing] understanding to 
others. 

Perception (pratyak.sa) and inference (anumfina) together with their 
fallacies are pertinent for one's own understanding. 1 

This is a summary of  the doctrine. 2 

2. Means of Proof 

Of these [two branches of  our doctrine], the means of  proof  is the state- 
ment of  the pak.sa and the other [members of  a syllogism], because a 
matter unknown to questioners is transmitted by statements of the pak~a, 
the mark (hetu), and the example (d.rat.anta).3 

2.1. The Pak.sa (The Subject Matter of Inference) 

Of these, the pak.sa is a recognized property-possessor which the arguer 4 
wishes to prove to be qualified 5 by a recognized qualifier. It is tacitly 
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implied that no pak.sa is to be contradicted by perception, etc. 6 Thus, for 
instance : "  Sound is permanent", or"[Sound is] impermanent." 

2.2. The Mark 

The mark has three aspects. What are its three aspects? [They are] that 
it be a property of the pak.sa, that it be present in the sapak.sa [i.e., entities 
homogeneous with the pak.sa], and that it not be present in the vipak~a 
[i.e., entities heterogeneous to the pak.sa]. 8 What is the sapak.sa and what 
is the vipak.sa? The sapaks.a is [whatever is] similar to the pak.sa by the 
common possession of the sddhya, i.e., the property to be proved. For 
instance, when sound is to be proved impermanent, 9 a pot, which is im- 
permanent, is a sapak.sa. The vipak.sa is that which lacks the inferable 
property. [Now] we know that whatever is permanent is unproduced, like 
space. 10 In this case, the property of being produced, or the property 
of ensuing upon human effort, is present 11 only in the sapak.sa, and never 
in the vipak.sa. Therefore, these are the marks for [proving something 
to be] impermanent. 

2.3. The Example 

There are two examples [according to whether they are given] through 
similarity or through dissimilarity. Of these, the example through simi- 
larity is that in which the mark is stated to be present only in the sapak.sa. 
For example, "Whatever is produced is seen to be impermanent, like a 
pot." The example through dissimilarity is that in which the mark is 
stated to be absent wherever the inferable property is absent. For in- 
stance, "whatever is permanent is seen to be unproduced, like space." By 
the word 'permanent' is here meant the absence of impermanence. Like- 
wise, by the word 'unproduced' is meant the absence of produced-ness, 
just as the absence of the absence is presence. We have now explained the 
pak.sa [the mark, and the example]. 

2.4. Statements of the Pak.sa, the Mark, and the Example 

Statements of these [factors, i.e., the pak.sa, the mark, and the example] 
are the means of proof when one would convince others. For instance, 
"Sound is impermanent" is a statement of the pak~a. "Because it is 
produced ''12 is a statement of the property of the pak.sa [i.e., the mark]. 
"Whatever is produced is seen to be impermanent, like a pot, etc." is a 
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statement of positive concomitance with the sapak.sa. "Whatever is per- 
manent is seen to be unproduced, like space" is a statement of negative 
concomitance. We say that these three [statements] make the members 
[of the syllogism], and no more. 13 

3.1. Fallacious pak.sa 

A fallacious pak.sa 14 is one which the arguer wishes to prove but which is 
contradicted by perception or other factors. Thus: 

(1) apak.sa that is contradicted by perception, 
(2) apak.sa that is contradicted by inference, 
(3) apak.sa that is contradicted by traditional doctrine, 
(4) apak.sa that is contradicted by common knowledge, 
(5) apak.sa that is contradicted by one's own statement, 
(6) apak.sa in which the qualifier is not admitted to exist, 
(7) apak.sa in which the qualificand is not admitted to exist, 
(8) a pak.sa in which the qualifier and the qualificand are not admitted 

to exist, and 
(9) a pak.sa in which the relation [between the qualifier and the quali- 

ficand] is well established [and not in need of  demonstration]. 
Of these, 

(1) an instance of  a pak.sa that is contradicted by perception is: "Words 
are inaudible." 15 

(2) An instance of  a paksa that is contradicted by inference is: "A pot 
is permanent ."  16 

(3) An instance ofapak.sa that is contradicted by traditional doctrine is 
seen when a Vaige.sika would prove that sound is permanent, x7 

(4) An instance of  a pak.sa that is contradicted by common knowledge 
is: "A human skull is pure, because it is a part of a living being, like a 
conch or an oystershell." 18 

(5) An instance of  apak.sa that is contradicted by one's own statement 
is: " M y  mother  was barren." 

(6) An instance of  a pak.sa in which the qualifier is not admitted to 
exist is seen when a Buddhist says to a S~uflkhya that sound is perishable. 19 

(7) An instance of a pak.sa in which the qualificand is not admitted to 
exist is seen when a Sfiriakhya says to a Buddhist that the soul is sen- 
tient3 o 

(8) An instance of  a pak.sa in which the qualifier and the qualificand 
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are not admitted to exist is seen when a Vai~es.ika says to a Buddhist 
that  the soul is the inherent cause of happiness, etc. 21 

(9) An instance of a pak.sa in which the relation [between the qualifier 
and the qualificand] is well established [and not in need of demonstration] 
is: "Sound is audible." 
Statements of  these nine 22 sorts are faults of  the thesis (pratij~d)2z, be- 
cause they reject the property itself that  one would prove [to exist in the 
pak.sa, as in the first five sorts], or because they cannot convince [the 
opponent,  as in the next three sorts], or because the means of p roof  would 
be useless [as in the last sort]. We have now explained the fallacious 
pak.sa. 

3.2. Fallacious marks 

There are 24 [three kinds of] fallacious marks:  unrecognized, inconclusive, 
and contradicted. 25 

3.2.1. UN~COGNIZED MARKS. Of  these [three fallacious marks], the 
unrecognized mark  is of  four varieties: 

(1) a mark  that  is unrecognized by both the proponent  and the oppo- 
nent, 

(2) a mark  that is unrecognized by either the proponent  or the opponent,  
(3) a mark  that  is unrecognized because its existence is in doubt, and 
(4) a mark  that  is unrecognized because its substratum is not admitted 

to exist. 
Of  these, 
(1) an instance of a mark  that is unrecognized by both the proponent  

and the opponent is as follows: one would prove that sound is imperma- 
nent 26 and says, "because it is visible." 27 

(2) An instance of a mark  that is unrecognized by either the proponent  
or the opponent  is as follows: one would prove that sound is imperma- 
nent to a man who holds that sound has [only] manifestation and 
says, "because it is produced." 28 

(3) An instance of a mark  that is unrecognized because its existence is 
in doubt  is as follows: one would prove [that a mountain has] fire and 
points [not to smoke but] to a mass of  matter  that  may be suspected of 
being mist. ~9 

(4) An instance of a mark  that is unrecognized because its substratum 
is not admitted to exist is as follows: one would prove that space is a 
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substance to a man who denies the existence of  space and says, "because 
it is a substratum of  qualities." 8o 

3.2.2. INCONCLUSIVE MARKS. There are six varieties of  inconclusive 
marks: 

(1) a mark common [to both the sapak.sa and the vipak.sa], 
(2) a mark uncommon [to both the sapak.sa and the vipak.sa], 
(3) a mark residing in some sapak.sa and in all the 1,ipak~a, 
(4) a mark residing in some vipak.sa and in all the sapak.sa, 
(5) a mark residing in both some sapak.sa and some vipak~a, and 
(6) a mark that establishes [a set of] contradictory results. 
Of  these, 
(1) an instance of a mark common [to both the sapak.sa and the 

vipak.sa] is: "Sound is permanent, because it is an object of valid cogni- 
t ion." This [mark] is inconclusive because the property of  being an ob- 
ject of  valid cognition is common to both permanent and impermanent 
things. [The question remains] whether sound is impermanent because it is 
an object of valid cognition, like a pot, or whether sound is permanent 
because it is an object of  valid cognition, like space. ~1 

(2) An instance of a mark uncommon [to both the sapak.sa and the 
vipak.sa] is: "[Sound is] z2 permanent because it is audible", for the mark 
[i.e., audibility] is a cause of  doubt, because it is excluded from both 
permanent and impermanent things [other than sound], and because it is 
impossible that there should be anything that is neither permanent nor 
impermanent. [The question remains:] To what sort of  things [- perma- 
nent or impermanent-]  does the audibility of sound belong? 33 

(3) An instance of  a mark residing in some sapak.sa and in all the 
vipak.sa is: "Sound does not ensue upon human effort, because it is 
impermanent." [Here] the pak.sa is something that does not ensue upon 
human effort. Its sapak.sa consists of lightning, space, etc. Impermanence 
[i.e., the mark] resides in some sapak.sa, i.e., in lightning, etc., but not in 
space. The pak.sa is something that does not ensue upon human effort. 
Its vipak.sa consists of  pots, etc. Impermanence resides in all such things 
as pots. 34 Therefore, this [mark] is also inconclusive, because it is a quali- 
ty common to both lightning and pots. [The question remains:] Does 
sound ensue upon human effort because it is impermanent like a pot, or 
does sound not ensue upon human effort because it is impermanent like 
lightning, etc. ? 
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(4) An instance of  a mark residing in some vipak.sa and in all the 
sapak.sa is: "Sound ensues upon human effort, because it is imperma- 
nent."  [Here] the pak.sa is something that ensues upon human effort. Its 
sapak~a consists of  pots, etc. Impermanence resides in all such things as 
pots. 35 Thepak.sa is something that ensues upon human effort. Its vipak.sa 
consists of lightning, space, etc. Here impermanence resides in some 
vipak.sa, namely, lightning, etc., but not in space, etc. Therefore, this mark 
is also inconclusive, as in the previous case, because it is a quality common 
to both lightning and pots. z6 

(5) An instance of a mark residing in both some sapak.sa and some 
vipak.sa is: "Sound is permanent, because it is incorporeal." [Here] the 
pak~a is something permanent. Its sapak.sa consists of  space, the atoms, 
etc. Incorporeality [i.e., the mark] resides in some sapak.sa such as space, 
etc., but  not in other sapak.sa, such as a tomsY The pak.sa is something 
permanent. Its vipak.sa consists of pots, happiness, etc. Incorporeality 3s 
resides in some [vipak.sa], viz., in happiness, but not in pots, etc. Therefore, 
this mark is also inconclusive, because it is a property common to both 
happiness and space. 

(6) An instance of  a mark that establishes [a set of] contradictory re- 
suits is: "Sound is impermanent, because it is produced, like a pot; 39 
sound is permanent, because it is audible, like 'sound-ness' (gabdatva)." 
As these two marks lead us to doubt, the two taken together constitute a 
single inconclusive mark. 4° 

3.2.3. CONTRADICTED MARKS. There are four varieties of  contradicted 
marks: 

(1) a mark that proves the opposite of the sddhya itself, 
(2) a mark that proves the opposite of some attribute of  the sddhya, 
(3) a mark that proves the opposite of the property-possessor itself, and 
(4) a mark that proves the opposite of some attribute of the property- 

possessor. 
Of these, 
(1) an instance of  a mark that proves the opposite of  the sddhya itself 

is." "Sound is permanent, because it is produced, or because it ensues 
upon human effort." This mark is contradicted, because it exists only in 
the vipak.sa. 41 

(2) An instance of  a mark that proves the opposite of  some attribute of  
the sddhya is: "The eyes and the other [senses] are for the sake of some 
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entity other than themselves, because they are aggregates, like the individ- 
ual parts of a bed or a chair." Just as this mark ['aggregate-ness'] proves 
of  the eyes their property of being for the sake of some other entity, so 
also it proves of the other entity, namely the soul, its property of being an 
aggregate, because the mark ['aggregate-ness'] 42 definitely leads us to 
both [the conclusions]. 43 

(3) An instance of a mark that proves the opposite of  the property- 
possessor itself is: "Existence is neither a substance, nor an action, nor 
a quality 44, because it possesses one substance [as its locus] and because 
it resides in qualities and actions, like lower universals." Just as this mark 
proves that existence is not a substance, etc., so also it proves that 
existence is not existence, 45 because the mark [here employed] definitely 
leads us to both [the conclusions]. 46 

(4) An instance of a mark that proves the opposite of some attribute of 
the property-possessor is given in the above [Vaige.sika's opinion :] That 
mark has a given attribute, namely, the property of causing the notion 
"[it is] existent." The same mark proves the opposite of this attribute, 
namely, the property of  not causing the notion "[it is] existent," because 
the mark [here employed] definitely leads us to both [the conclusion]. 47 

3.3. Fallacious examples 

There are two kinds as of fallacious examples [according to whether they 
are given] through similarity or through dissimilarity. 

3.3.1. FALLACIOUS EXAMPLES THROUGH SIMILARITY. There are five va- 
rieties of fallacious examples through similarity: a9 

(1) an example in which the mark is not found, 
(2) an example in which the sddhya is not found, 
(3) an example in which neither the mark nor the sadhya is found, 5o 
(4) an example that lacks [the statement of] positive concomitance, and 
(5) an example where positive concomitance is [expressed] in the re- 

verse order. 51 

(1) An example in which the mark is not found is: "Sound is permanent, 
because it is incorporeal, like an atom. 52 Whatever is incorporeal is seen 
to be permanent, like an atom."  Here the sddhya, permanence, resides in 
an atom, but the mark, incorporeality, does not, because the atoms are 
corporeal. 
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(2) An example in which the sddhya is not found is: 5a "Sound is per- 
manent, because it is incorporeal, like the intellect. Whatever is incorpo- 
real is seen to be permanent, like the intellect." Here the mark, incor- 
poreality, resides in the intellect, but the s~dhya, permanence, does not, 
because the intellect is impermanent. 

(3) There are two kinds of  examples in which neither the mark nor the 
sddhya is found: existent examples and non-existent examples. In [the 
last syllogism if we substitute the example] "like a pot ,"  we have an exist- 
ent example in which neither is found, because in a pot there are [both] 
impermanence and corporeality. 54 "Like space" is a non-existent example 
when one argues against a man who denies the existence of  space. 

(4) An example that lacks [the statement of] positive concomitance is 
one where the coexistence of the mark and the sddhya is 55 given with no 
[statement of] positive concomitance. Thus: "Impermanence and the 
property of being produced are seen to reside in a pot ."  56 

(5) An example where positive concomitance is [expressed] in the reverse 
order is: one says, "Whatever is impermanent is seen to be produced," 
when he should say, "Whatever is produced is seen to be impermanent." 

3.3.2. FALLACIOUS EXAMPLES THROUGH DISSIMILARITY: 57 There are five 58 
varieties of  fallacious examples through dissimilarity: 

(1) an example from which the sddhya is not excluded, 
(2) an example from which the mark is not excluded, 
(3) an example from which neither the sddhya nor the mark is excluded, 
(4) an example that lacks [the statement Of] negative concomitance, and 
(5) an example where negative concomitance is [expressed] in the 

reverse order. 
Of these, 

(1) an example from which the sddhya is not excluded is: "Sound is 
permanent, because it is incorporeal, like an atom. 59 Whatever is imper- 
manent is seen to be corporeal, like an atom."  Here the mark, incorpo- 
reality, is excluded from an atom, for an atom is corporeal, but the sddhya, 
permanence, is not excluded, for an atom is permanent. 6° 

(2) An example from which the mark is not excluded is: "[Sound is 
permanent, because it is incorporeal. Whatever is impermanent is seen to 
be corporeal,] like an action." Here the sddhya, permanence, is excluded 
from an action, for an action is impermanent; but the mark, incorporea- 
lity, is not excluded, for an action is incorporeal. 61 
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(3) An example from which neither the sddhya nor the mark is excluded 
is: "[Sound is permanent, because it is incorporeal. Whatever is imper- 
manent is seen to be corporeal,] like space" as said to one who holds 
space to be existent. Here neither permanence nor incorporeality is ex- 
cluded from space, because space is permanent and incorporeal. 

(4) An example that lacks [the statement of] negative concomitance is 
one where the fact that the given example is a thing dissimilar to the 
pak.sa is shown without any expression of negative concomitance between 
the mark and the sddhya. Thus: 6~ "Corporeali ty and impermanence are 
seen to reside in a pot ."  63 

(5) An example where negative concomitance is [expressed] in the 
reverse order is: one says, "Whatever is corporeal is seen to be imper- 
manent," when he should say, "Whatever is impermanent is corporeal." 64 

3.4. Fallacious means of proof 

Statements containing the above fallacious pak.sa, marks, and examples 
are fallacious means of p roo f .  

4. Perception and Inference 

On the other hand, for one's own understanding the only valid means of  
cognition are these two: perception and inference. 65 Of these, perception 
is devoid of  conceptual construction. 6~ It is that kind of  cognition which 
does not construct any [notion of] name, universal, etc., upon a sense- 
object such as color, etc. It is called perception (pratyak.sa) because it 
occurs to each (prati) sense (ak.sa). 67 Inference is the understanding of  
an object through its mark. We have explained that a mark has three 
aspects. Accordingly, the cognition of  an inferential object in the form 
"here is fire," or "sound is impermanent," is also called inference. In both 
cases [perception and inference] the cognition itself is the result, for the 
nature of  cognition is comprehension of  the object. They are called means 
of cognition because they appear to involve an activity. 68 

5. Fallacious Perception and Fallacious Inference 

A cognition in the form of a mental construction of something other than 
the particular is a fallacious perception. The cognition 'a pot ' ,  'cloth', 
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which arises in one who is building mental constructs, is fallacious per- 
ception because its object is not the particular. 60 Fallacious inference is a 
cognition based on a fallacious mark. We have explained many varieties 
of the fallacious marks. Accordingly, the cognition of an inferential object 
that arises in a person untrained [in these rules of inference] will be 
fallacious inference. 

6. Means of Refutation 

The means of refutation is that which points out faults in the means of 
proof [set forth by the opponent]. 7° The means of proof is faulty when it 
lacks one of its members. The pak.sa is faulty when it is contradicted by 
perception, etc. The mark is faulty when it is unrecognized, inconclusive, 
or contradicted. The example is faulty when the mark or the sddhya is 
not found in it, etc. To point out such a fault, to make one's questioner 
recognize it, is refutation. 

7. Fallacious Means of Refutation 

Fallacious means of refutation is that which points out nonexistent 
faults in the means of proof. [E.g. :] stating that the means of proof is 
incomplete when it is complete; stating that the pak.sa is faulty when 
it is not faulty; stating that the mark is unrecognized when it is recog- 
nized; stating that the mark is inconclusive when it is conclusive; stating 
that the mark is contradicted when it is not contradicted; stating that 
there is the fault of faulty example when the example is faultless. These 
are fallacious means of refutation; for the opponent's viewpoint is not 
refuted by them because it is without fault. 

At the outset [i.e., in this introduction] only the meanings of the terms 
have been explained, so as to show the general direction [that further 
research should take]. 
The arguments for and against them are examined elsewhere. 

Nydyapravegakasatra 

Harvard University 
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NOTES TO THE TRANSLATION 

* In the fall of 19671 had a chance to read the Nyayaprave~a under Professor M. Naga- 
tomi at Harvard University. This translation is based upon the note at that time. Pro- 
fessor D. Ingalls at the same university kindly read my translation and gave me sugges- 
tions. Professor H. Kitagawa in Japan read carefully the whole manuscript and gave me 
invaluable suggestions by correspondence. Here I express my deepest gratitude to these 
three professors. And also I thank my friends Mr. R. Thurman and Miss P. Granoff, 
who rendered great help in improving my style. 

1 Dignftga classifies inference into two types: inference for one's own 
sake (svdrthdnumdna)and inference for the sake of others (pardrthdnu- 
mdna). The difference between these two can be illustrated by the follow- 
ing example. When one happens to see smoke rising from a mountain- 
side, he may infer in his mind that there is fire on the mountain. This type 
of inference, namely, the inference performed in one's own mind without 
accompanying communication to others is inference for one's own sake. 
If, however, someone should join him at this moment, and he should 
tell the newcomer that there is fire on the mountain, he would then express 
by statements the knowledge gained from the inference for his own sake. 
This type of expressed inference is called inference for the sake of others. 

Saflkarasv~min follows Dignftga's twofold classification of inference; 
in this text, however, he does not employ the words 'svdrthdnurndna' and 
"pardrthdnumdna'. Instead, the two terms 'sddhana' (means of proof) and 
"df~.san. a' (means of refutation) are employed for Dignfiga's 'pardrthdnu- 
mdna', and the word 'anumdna', which means inference, is employed for 
Dignftga's ' svdrthdnumdna'. 

It seems that Dign~tga's Nydyamukha (NM) was the model of the 
Nydyapravega (NP), for NP not only follows the general pattern of NM, 
but also contains many passages almost identical with those of  NM. As 
far as we can know from the Chinese translation of NM (T. 32, 1-6), the 
terms 'svdrthdnumdna' and 'pardrthdnumdna' are also not used in NM, 
although they frequently appear in Digngga's Pramdn. asamuccaya (PS). 
2 According to the Chinese translation (Ch) and the Tibetan translation 
made from Ch (T-2) (Tibetan Tripitaka 130, 76, leaf 1, 1.8), this line should 
be "This is a summary of  treatises," but I followed Haribhadra's com- 
mentary, Nydyaprave~av.rtti (NPV) (p. 12, 1.17.), and the Tibetan trans- 
lation made from the Sanskrit text (T-l) (Tibetan Tripitaka, 130, 74, leaf 
3, 1.3). 
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The verse in the text and the sentence "This is a summary of the doc- 
t r ine" is quoted in the Hetutattvopade~a (HTU) (p. 261.). 
3 The view that the statement of  the pak.sa and the other members of the 
syllogism are the means of  p roof  is found in N M  (T. 32, la.) and the 
Vadavidhi (quoted in K'uei Chi's commentary, Yin ming ju cheng li lun 
shu (Yin), T. 44, 94a.). 

According to Dign~ga's PS, K'uei Chi, and Haribhadra, however, the 
statement of  the pak.sa is not considered to be a part of  the means of proof. 
(PS, 124, b, 5; Yin, T. 44, 93 a; NPV, p. 14, 1.6. Cf. Kitagawa, Indokoten- 
ronrigaku no Kenkyft, p. 127; Ui, Indotetsugaku Kenkyft, 5, 545.) 
4 Dharmakirti 's Nydyabindu (NB), 3.42: svayam iti vddind ('Svayam' 
(oneself) means 'by the arguer himself'.) 
5 Dhruva's edition (D) hasprasiddhaviges.en.a vigi.st.atayd; the text included 
in NPV (V) and Mironov's edition (M) have prasiddhavi~e.san, avi~i.st.atayd. 
I prefer the latter. 
6 This seems to be a later interpolation, because, if this is original, it 
would be difficult to explain why the author put the words " I t  is tacitly 
implied" (iti vdkyage.sa.h) right after the definition of  the paks.a. Though 
Haribhadra reads it as an original sentence, Ch and T-2 have not trans- 
lated it. H. Ui counted this as one of the reasons why the Chinese trans- 
lation represents the form closet to the original. (Ui, T6y6 no Ronri, p. 
220.) 

Skt. pratyak.sady-(D ) should bepratyak.sddy-(V, p. 16, 101.) 
7 Ch has "Sound is impermanent." 
These examples must often be understood as "Words are permanent" or 
"Words are impermanent."  The Sanskrit "gabda' means both sound and 
word. The examples arose in the course of arguments concerning the 
eternity of  the Veda. The ritualists (and later the S~fiakhyas) insisted that 
the words are always present, in unmanifested but potentially creative 
form, even when not pronounced, and that they become manifested under 
some circumstances. The Naiyayikas and the Buddhists did not agree 
with them. 

According to the definition given by gafikarasv~min, the pak.sa is an 
object which the arguer wishes to prove to be qualified by a property, not 
the statement of  the form: A property-possessor is qualified by a property. 
The statements, however, are here taken as examples of  the pak.sa, which 
seems to indicate some laxity in the usage of the term 'pak.sa'. 
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s Skt. sapak.se sattvath vipak.se cdsattvam iti (D); ... cdsattvam eva (M and 
V). Dharmakirti  in the seventh century maintained that the meanings of  
the second and the third aspects of  a correct mark are the same. He em- 
ployed the word 'eva" right after 'sapak.sa' in the definition of the second 
aspect, and intended to mean 'only' by "eva'. (NB, 3. 122; heto.h sapak~a 
eva sattvam ...) According to him, therefore, the second aspect is: The 
mark must be present only (eva) in the sapak.sa. In this case, the second 
aspect implies the third aspect, which is: The mark must be absent from 
all the vipak.sa; and the third aspect implies the second aspect. He allowed 
inferences with the first aspect and either the second or the third aspect. 
9 Skt. anitye gabde sddhye. Since this phrase is a locative absolute, it may 
be translated somewhat more literally by "When impermanent sound is 
what is to be proved (sddhya), ...'" Here "sddhya' is used in the sense of  
the pak.sa. 
lo Ch has "like space, etc." 
11 Ch has ". . .  upon human effort, which is the property of  the pak.sa, is 
present . . ."  
lg Lit., "Because of its 'produced-ness' or its property of being produced" 
la This means that five members are not needed for the sake of inference. 
As for the five-membered syllogism, see Note 12 to the introduction. 
14 In this system, the validity of  the pak.sa is independent of  the mark and 
the example. 
15 Since we can know by perception that words are audible (or there is 
audibility in words), the statement "Words are inaudible" is contradicted 
by perception. 

Against this Buddhist view some later thinkers such as Uddyotakara 
and Kumarila raised the question whether audibility can be grasped by 
perception. Uddyotakara argues as follows: "He  (Dignaga) knows neither 
the object of perception nor the object of inference. Why? Because sense- 
organs cannot grasp the function of  sense-organs, and audibility concerns 
the function of  a sense-organ. How can we know then that audibility is 
perceived through a sense-organ?" (Nydyavdrttika (NV), p. 41, 1.1: tais 
t u n a  pratyak.sasya vLsayo jgdto ndnumdnasya vis.aya iti. kith kdra.nath? 
indriyavrttindm atfndriyatvdt, grdvan, atvath cendriyav.rtti.h, sd kathath 
pratyak.sd bhavati.) Kum~rila says: "Audibility is not cognized by percep- 
tion; it is cognized through positive concomitance and negative concomi- 
tance as in the case of the deaf, etc. (~lokavdrttika (SV), 8, v. 60, b. 61, a: 
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na hi ~r~van. at~ n~ma pratyak.sen. ~ 'vagamyate s~ 'nvayavyatirek~bhy~rh 
gamyate badhir~di.su). 
16 Since we can prove by correct inference that a pot possesses imperma- 
nence, the statement "A pot is permanent" is contradicted by inference. 
17 According to the Vai~e.sika doctrine, sound is impermanent. Cf. 
Vai~e.sikas~tra ( VS) 2.2.31-37; Pra~astap~dabht~.sya (PBh), p. 287. 
18 The Kgp~likas, followers of a particular ~aiva sect, carried human 
skulls which they used as receptacles for their food. To prove the purity 
of the human skull, they set forth this syllogism. Here only the part "A 
human skull is pure" is relevant. For some philosophers the statement 
"A human skull is pure" may be an instance of the pak.sa contradicted by 
traditional doctrine as has been quoted in NV (p. 41, 1.3). For others, 
however, it can be an instance of the pak.sa contradicted by common 
sense. 

Ch has "like a conch" instead of "like a conch or an oystershell." In 
addition to this instance of the fallacious pak.sa, Ch gives a second one, 
viz.,"Hare-possessoris not the moon." (,[.~ ~ .  -~  ~) .  Since the mark 
a hare appears on the surface of the moon, "hare-possessor" is used in 
Sanskrit as another name of the moon. Therefore, the statement "Hare- 
possessor is not the moon" is contradicted by common sense. 
10 According to the Sfi~khya, nothing perishes. In place of origination 
and destruction, they speak of manifestation and disappearance. There- 
fore, the property of being perishable, the qualifier here, is not admitted 
by the Sfi~khyas. The Buddhists, however, maintain that everything is 
perishable. 
z0 The S~trhkhyas accept the existence of the soul, the qualificand, while 
the Buddhists deny it. 
91 Inherence (samavdya) is the relation between things inseparably, con- 
nected, of which one is the container and the other the contained. That is 
to say, inherence is the cause of the notion "this is in that." (PBh, p. 324.) 
For instance, qualities and actions are inherent in a substance; the color 
red, in fire. That which has things inhering in it is called an inherent cause 
(samavdyikaratta). The Vai~e.sikas hold that the soul is the inherent cause 
of happiness, etc. (PBh, p. 70). The Buddhists, however, deny the cate- 
gory of inherence, and accordingly, the existence of the inherent cause. 
That the Buddhists deny the existence of the soul was mentioned in note 
20. 
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Ch omits " o f  happiness, etc." 
22 In NMandPSDign~gaenumeratesjust the first five of the nine sorts of  
fallacious pak.sa. 
23 It is to be noted that the author uses the Nygtya term 'pratij~a' for the 
first member of  the syllogism in place of the Buddhist term 'pak.savacana'. 
24 Here Ch has, "We shall now explain fallacious marks."  
25 In this text the author does not mention Dign~ga's Hetucakra (the 
table of nine possible varieties of correct and incorrect marks.) 
2s Skt. ~abd~nityatve sddhye. A literal translation is: "When imperma- 
nence of sound is what is to be proved (sadhya),...'" The term 'sddhya" 
here is used in the sense of the pak.sa's being qualified by the sddhya. Cf. 
Note 9. 
27 It has been said that an unrecognized mark is that which lacks the 
first aspect of  a correct mark. (Intr. 12). In this case, the mark, visibility, 
is not present in the pak.sa, sound. That  is to say, it lacks the first aspect. 
28 The MimSrhsakas hold that the words are permanent and not produced, 
but only become manifested under some circumstances. Cf. Note 7 to the 
translation. 
29 In Ch and T-2 (Tibetan Tripitaka, 130, 76, leaf 5, 1.7.) "a  mass of  
mat ter"  is a modifier of 'fire' as follows: "Some entity suspected to be 
mist or something else, is given to prove [the existence of] fire which is an 
aggregate of  elements." 
( ) 
The Sanskrit text on which tlie Chinese translator worked might have 
read "bhatasarhghdt6gnisiddhau" instead of  the present reading "'bhfttas- 
arhghdto 'gnisiddhau." T-1 has the same meaning as the Sanskrit text has 
here. (Tibetan Tripitaka, 130, 74, leaf 5, 1.7.) 
80 Here 'substratum' refers to the pak.sa, space. Since the mark must rest 
upon the pak.sa, qualities must rest upon space. (Note that the expression 
"because it is a substratum of  qualities" (literal translation: because of  
[its] property of  being a substratum of  qualities) is logically the same as 
the expression "because of  [its] qualities.") However, when the substra- 
tum space is not admitted to exist, no qualities can rest upon it. Therefore, 
such a mark is considered to be unrecognized. 
31 An inconclusive mark lacks either the second Or the third aspect of  a 
correct mark. The mark here possesses the second aspect and lacks the 
third one. 
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a9 Ch has "Sound is." 
33 Audibility, the mark here, resides only in sound, the pak.sa here, for 
there is nothing audible except sound. (The Vai~e.sikas, however, consider 
'sound-ness' (gabdatva) to be audible besides sound. See note 40.) Both 
the sapak.sa and the vipak.sa must be different from the pak.sa. Therefore, 
the mark is present neither in the sapak.sa nor in the vipak.sa. It thus 
possesses the third aspect, but not the second one. 
34 Ch omits "as pots."  
3~ Ch omits "as pots ."  
36 Ch omits "because it is . . .  po t . "  
37 Ch has "the atoms, etc." 
3s Ch omits "incorporeali ty." 
89 Ch has "like a pot, etc." 
4o The Vai~e.sikas admit the existence of  permanent universal which 
resides in each individual. For  example, they hold that the universal 
'sound-ness' resides in every individual sound. According to them, if a 
thing is cognized through a sense-organ, the universal of  that thing can 
also be cognized through that same sense-organ. Sound is cognized 
through the ear. Therefore, soundness or sound-universal can also be 
perceived through the ear. Thus, in the case of  the Vai~e.sikas, the mark, 
audibility, is correct in the second syllogism: Audibility is a property of  
sound, and is present in the sapak.sa such as sound-ness, and not present 
in the vipak.sa at all. One can easily see that the mark, the property of  
being produced, is correct in the first syllogism. Each mark taken singly 
is thus correct insofar as it possesses the three aspects of a correct mark. 

The combination of  these two marks, however, furnishes occasion for 
a fault. That  is to say, it leads to a set of contradictory results - Sound is 
permanent and impermanent. Dharmakirti does not consider this to be a 
logical fallacy because it cannot occur in the process of natural inference. 
(NB, 3.111.) 
41 A contradicted mark is that which lacks both the second and the third 
aspects of  a correct mark. That  is to say, a contradicted mark exists only 
in the vipak.sa. Here the mark is the property of  being produced or the 
property of  ensuing upon human effort. Here the sapak.sa is anything 
permanent; the vipak.sa is anything impermanent. Whatever is produced 
or ensues upon human effort is impermanent. Therefore, the mark is seen 
only in the vipak.sa. 
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42 Ch has ". . .so also it proves the opposite of  some attribute of the 
s~dhya, i.e., the property of being used by other aggregates, because a 
bed, etc., is used by other aggregates." ( " ~  : ~ . ~ , ~ f f - : ~ - ~ ,  fiC/':h: 

soul. (Cf. S~rhkhyakdrikd, v. 17.) They argue as follows: A bed and a 
chair are aggregates, hence they serve some entity other than themselves. 
Likewise, the eyes and the other sense-organs serve some entity other than 
themselves, because they are aggregates. That which the eyes, etc., serve 
is nothing but the soul. Therefore, the soul exists. 

Here the sadhya is the property of  being for some entity other than 
itself, and the mark is 'aggregate-ness'. The S~tfiakhyas consider the mark 
to possess the following three aspects: It  exists in the pak.sa, the eyes, etc.; 
it is present in sapak.sa, such as a bed or a chair; and it is not present in 
any vipak.sa, i.e., anything that is not for some entity other than itself. 

The author criticizes this S~rhkhya's view as follows: A bed and a chair 
are aggregates and serve some entity other than themselves. However, 
that which they serve is our body, which is again an aggregate. Therefore, 
when the existence of  the soul is to be proved by 'aggregate-ness' of  the 
eyes, etc., the soul is proved at the same time to be an aggregate. Accord- 
ing to the Sfirhkhya doctrine, however, the soul must be single, namely, 
not an aggregate. The property of  the soul's being single is some attribute 
of the sddhya here. Therefore, the 'aggregate-ness' of  the soul is the oppo- 
site of the above-mentioned attribute of the sddhya. The mark thus proves 
the opposite of  some attribute of  the sddhya. 

Dign~tga points out that the mark in this syllogism is expected to prove 
two matters at the same time. The first is that the eyes and the other 
sense-organs are for the sake of  some entity other than themselves; the 
second is that the entity should be single. The cause of  the difficulty ex- 
plained above is that the second matter finds no mention in the statement 
of the pak.sa of  this syllogism. These two matters should have been stated 
explicitly in the statement as follows: The eyes and the other [sense- 
organs] are for the sake of  some single entity other than themselves. Now 
one can see that the mark, 'aggregate-ness', is present only in the vipak.sa. 
Therefore, it is said to be contradicted. (Kitagawa, Indokotenronrigaku 
no Kenky~, pp. 191-192; Tibetan Tripitaka 130, 52, leaf 1, 1.4-5). 
44 Ch has "neither a substance, nor a quality, nor an action." 
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45 Skt. dravyadiprati.sedha~h bhavasya sddhayati (D). V omits bhdvasya. 
46 According to the Vai~e.sika, there are six categories: substance (dravya), 
quality (gun. a), action (karma), universal (samanya), ultimate distinction 
(vige~a), and inherence (samavdya). Some Vai~e.sika philosophers count 
non-existence (abhava) as the seventh category. The first category, 
dravya, is ninefold: earth, water, fire, air, space, time, direction, soul, and 
mind. The first four substances are in the form of an atom or an aggregate 
of atoms. Samanya is of  two kinds: highest (para) and lower (apara). The 
former is existence (bhava); the latter consists of  'substance-ness', 
'quality-ness', 'action-ness', etc. 

Substances such as an atom, space, time, direction, soul, and mind can 
be regarded as having no constituent substance. They are called the 
'adravyarh dravyam" (the substance which possesses no substance). There 
is a second kind of substances, namely, those which have as their consti- 
tuents more than two atoms, such as a body, a desk, etc. They are called 
the 'anekadravyarh dravyam' (the substance which possesses many or 
more than two substances). There are only these two kinds of substances. 

Existence resides in any kind of  substance quality, and action. Now, 
when existence resides in a substance, one can consider existence to 
possess the substance as its property-possessor. Disregarding the differ- 
ence between the above two kinds of  substances and regarding any sub- 
stance as one substance (ekadravya), the Vai~e.sikas represent existence as 
a possessor of  one substance (ekadravyavat). According to the Vai~e.sika 
doctrine, every substance must possess either 'many substances' or 'no 
substance'. Existence, however, possesses one substance as its locus. 
Therefore, the Vai~e.sikas hold that existence is not a substance. 

Existence is not a quality, either. According to the Vai~e.sika philoso- 
phy, existence resides in qualities, but  no quality can reside in another 
quality. Likewise, existence is not an action, for it resides in actions. 

The author points out a difficulty in this Vai~e.sika view. Indeed the 
mark (the property of  possessing one substance) proves that existence is 
not a substance, but it also proves that existence is not existence. That  is 
to say, a Vai~e.sika is forced to accept the following syllogism: Existence 
is not  existence, because it possesses one substance, like 'substance-hess'. 
Here the pak.sa, viz., the property-possessor, is existence. The mark is 
the property of  having one substance. The statement of  the example is 
"Whatever possesses the property of having one substance is not exist- 
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ence, like 'substance-ness'." the mark here proves the opposite of  the 
property-possessor itself. 

In a similar way the author points out difficulties of  the other marks 
(the property of  residing in qualities and the property of  residing in ac- 
tions). These marks prove that existence is neither a quality nor an action, 
but they also prove that existence is not existence. As in the previous case, 
a Vai~e.sika is forced to accept the following syllogisms: 
Existence is not existence, because it resides in qualities. Whatever pos- 
sesses the property of  residing in qualities possesses the property of not 
being existence, like 'quality-ness'. 

Existence is not existence, because it resides in actions. Whatever 
possesses the property of  residing in actions possesses the property of not 
being existence, like 'action-hess'. 
47 The Vai~e.sikas consider existence as the cause of  the notion "[it is] 
existent." That  is to say, they consider existence as possessing satpratya- 
yakartrtva (the property of causing the notion "[it is] existent.") Indeed 
the mark discussed in note 46 proves that existence is neither a substance, 
nor a quality, nor an action, but it also proves that existence possesses 
asatpratyayakart.rtva (the property of  not causing the notion "[it is] 
existent.") Now, the following syllogism becomes correct: Existence 
possesses the property of not causing the notion "lit is] existent," because 
it possesses one substance, (or it resides in qualities or actions,) like 
'substance-ness', ('quality-hess', or 'action-ness'.) 

The lower universal such as 'substance-ness', 'quality-ness', or 'action- 
ness' causes the notion "[it is] a substance," "[it is] a quality," or "[it is] 
an action." But none of  these lower universals causes the notion "[it is] 
existent." 

Asatpratyayakartrtva is the opposite o f ' some  attribute of  the property- 
possessor', viz., satpratyayakart.rtva. The mark thus proves the opposite 
of  some attribute of the property-possessor, insofar as it proves that 
existence possesses asatpratyayakart.rtva. 
48 Here Ch has "We shall now explain fallacious examples." 
49 Among these five fallacious examples, the first three are property- 
possessors and the last two are statements. 
5o A correct example through similarity must be a locus of  the mark and 
the sddhya. I f  the locus lacks either or both of  these two factors, it cannot 
be a correct example. 
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st Ch has the names of the five fallacious examples through dissimilarity 
right after those of  the fallacious examples through similarity. 
59. Ch omits "like an a tom."  
5a Ch has only "like the intellect." 
54 Ch omits this passage. 
55 Ch has ". . .  the sadhya in a pot, etc., is given. . ."  
56 This example is fallacious because it lacks the statement "Where there 
is impermanence, there is produeed-ness." 
57 Cf. Note 51. 
58 The first three are property-possessors, and the last two are state- 
ments. 
59 Ch omits this example. 
so Ch has "The reason is as follows: The sddhya, i.e., permanence, is not 
excluded from an atom, for they say that an atom is permanent. [But] the 
mark, incorporeality, is not  seen [there]." ( x~ ~ ,  ;~  4~_ Pq ~ ~ ~ 

61 Ch has '"Only the sddhya is excluded, [but] the probans is n3t; for the'y 
saythat  actions are incorporeal." ( ~ ~ . . ~ "  if-. & ~ . ~ - ~ ,  

. . . .  

nz Ch omits this. 
6z This fallacious example lacks the statement "Whatever there is no per- 
manence, there is no incorporeality." 
84 Ch omits "when he should say.. ,  corporeal." 
n~ The Naiyayikas accepted four means of  knowledge (pramdna): per- 
ception (pratyak.sa), inference (anurndna), canonical authority (gabda), 
and analogy (upamdna). The process of application of  the last one may be 
illustrated as follows: Someone is told that a bison is like a cow. Going to 
a forest, he sees an animal like a cow and thinks that this animal must be 
the one called a bison. 

In the system of  our text, however, only two means of knowledge, i.e., 
perception and inference, are accepted. 
n~ When a cognition is devoid of conceptual construction and has as its 
object the particular (svalak.san.a) that cognition is called a perception. If  
someone, looking at fire, has the cognition "here is fire" or 'fire', the 
Naiy~tyikas consider this cognition to be a perception. But our author 
considers it to be an inference, since the cognition "here is fire" or 'fire' 
has been described by concepts or words. 
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o7 Perception occurs to each sense-organ: the eyes, the ears, the nose, the 
tongue, etc. 
0s Vatsy~yana, Kum~rila, and others clearly distinguish four factors of  
cognitions - namely, the result of  cognition (pramiti)' the means of  cogni- 
tion or knowledge (pramdn. a), the object of cognition (prameya), and the 
agent of cognition (pram~tr). When one has the cognition "fire", the cog- 
nition in the form "fire" is the result of cognition, the eyes are the means 
of  cognition. Fire is the object and the person is the agent. 

Here in our text, however, the first factor is identified with the second. 
It seems that he inherited this idea from Dign~ga, who had said in PS as 
follows: "[we call the cognition itself] 'pramdna' [literally, a means of  
cognizing] . . . .  although primarily it is a result. . ,  or [it can be maintained 
that] the self-cognition or the cognition cognizing itself (svasarhvitti) is 
here the result [of the act of cognizing] - (Hattori, p. 28.) 
09 Skt. -svalak.san. avi.saya-(D) should be -svalak.sagdvi.saya-(V p. 36, 1.23.) 
7o Dignfiga enumerates fourteen varieties of  fallacious means of  refuta- 
tion in N M  and PS while ~afikarasv~min avoids any description of  them 
in this text. 

T E X T  

The following text is based upon the G.O.S. edition (D). 
1. sgdhanaria dQ.san.ash caiva s~tbh~tsarh parasarhvide/pratyak.sam anu- 

mfinarh ca s~tbhfisaria tv ~tmasariavide//iti g~str~rthasarhgraha.h// 
2. tatra pak.s~tdivacan~mi sgdhanam/ pak.sahetud.r.st~ntavacanair hi 

prggnik~nam apratito'rtha .h pratip~dyata iti// 
2.1 tatra pak.sa.h prasiddho dharmi prasiddhavige.san.avigi.statay~ 

svayaria s~tdhyatvenepsita.h/pratyak.sadyaviruddha iti v~kyage.sa.h/tadya- 
th~/nitya.h ~abdo 'nityo veti// 

2.2 hetus trirflpa.h/kirh punas trair•pyam/pak.sadharmatvarh sapak.se 
sattvaria vipak.se cgsattvam iti//ka.h puna.h sapak.sa.h/ko va vipak.sa iti// 
sfidhyadharmasam~myena sam~mo 'rtha .h sapak.sa .h/tadyatha/anitye ~abde 
s~dhye ghat.~dir anitya.h sapak.sa.h//vipak.so yatra s~tdhyarh ngsti/ yan 
nityarh tad ak.rtakarh dr.s.tanh yathgkfigam i t i / ta t ra  k.rtakatvarh prayat- 
nanantariyakatvarh v~ sapak.sa ev~tsti vipak.se nasty eva / i ty  anitygdau 
hetu.h// 

2.3 drs.tgnto dvividha.h/s~tdharmye.na vaidharmyen.a ca/ / ta t ra  sfidhar- 
mye.na t~vat /yatra  heto.h sapak.sa ev~stitvafia khy~tpyate/ t adya thg/ya t  
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k.rtakafa tad anityarix d.r.s.tarh yathA ghat.Adir iti[/vaidharmye.nfipi/yatra 
sfidhy~bhfive hetor abhfiva eva kathyate/tadyathfi/yan nityarh tad ak.rta- 
karh d .r .s t. a l ia yathfik~gam iti[ nityagabdenfitr~mityatvasyfibhgva ucyate/ 
ak.rtaka~abdenfipi k.rtakatvasyfibhfiva.h/ yath~ bhfivgbhfivo 'bhgva iti// 
uktfi .h pak.sfidaya.h// 

2.4. e.s~rh vacanAni parapraty~tyanakfile s~dhanam] tadyathfi] anitya.h 
~abdaitipak.savacanam/k.rtakatvAditipaks.adharmavacanam/yat krtakath 
tad anityarh d.rs.t.ax-h yatMt ghat.~dir iti sapaks.~nugamavacanam/ yan 
nityazh tad ak.rtakarh d.r.s.tarh yath~k~am iti vyatirekavacanam//et~ny 
eva trayo'vayav~ ity ucyante// 

3.1 sgdhayitum is.t.o'pi pratyaks.~diviruddha.h paks~tbh~sa.h/tadyath~/ 
(1) pratyak.saviruddha.h, (2) anumfinaviruddha.h, (3) ~gamaviruddha.h, 
(4) lokaviruddhah., (5) svavacanaviruddha.h, (6) aprasiddhavi~e.sa.na.h, 
(7) aprasiddhavige.syal3., (8) aprasiddhobhayah, (9) prasiddhasalfibandha~ 
ceti//tatra 

(1) pratyaks.aviruddho yathfi/a~r~tva.na.h gabda iti// 
(2) anum~naviruddho yathg/nityo ghat.a iti// 
(3) ~gamaviruddho yath~/vaige.sikasya nityah, gabda iti sfidhayata.h// 
(4) lokaviruddho yathfi/~uci naragira.hkapfilarh prfin.yaflgatvfic chan- 

kha*uktivad iti// 
(5) svavacanaviruddho yathfi/mAtfi me vandhyeti// 
(6) aprasiddhavi~e.sar~o yath~t/ bauddhasya sfirhkhyatil prati vinAgi 

gabda iti// 
(7) aprasiddhavi~e.syo yath~t/ sSzhkhyasya bauddhalfi prati cetana 

fitmeti// 
(8) aprasiddhobhayo yathfi] vaige.sikasya bauddhaxia prati sukhfidisa- 

mavfiyik~tra .nam [ttmeti// 
(9) prasiddhasarhbandho yathfi/ grAvan.a.h ~abda iti// e.s~trh vacan~ni 

dharmasvarfipanirfikaran.amukhena pratip~dan~sal~bhavata.h s~tdhana- 
vaiphalyata~ ceti pratijfi~do.sfi.h//ukfft .h pak.s[tbhfisfi.h// 

3.2. asiddh~naik~ntikaviruddh~ hetvfibh~s~.h// 
3.2.1. tatr~siddha~ catu.hprakarah.] tadyath~/ (1) ubhay~siddha.h, 

(2) anyatar~siddhah, (3) safiadigdhfisiddhah, (4) ~rayfisiddha~ ceti]/tatra 
(1) ~abd~nityatve s~dhye c~k.su.satvAd ity ubhay~tsiddha.h// 
(2) k.rtakatv~d iti gabdfibhivyaktivAdinarh praty anyatar~siddha.h/[ 
(3) bfi.spgdibhfivena sarhdihyamfino bhOtasalhghato 'gnisiddhfiv upa- 

di~yam~na.h salildigdhfisiddhah.// 
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(4) dravyam fikfi~aria gu.na~rayatvad ity ak~tg~sattvav~tdinarh praty 
fi~ray~tsiddha .h// 

3.2.2. anaikantika.h .sa.tprakara.h/ (1) sfidharan.a.h, (2) as~tdhfira.na.h, 
(3) sapak.saikade~av.rttir vipak.savy~tpi, (4) vipak.saikade~avrtti.h sapak- 
.savyfipi, (5) ubhayapak.saikadegav.rtti.h, (6) viruddh~vyabhicfiri ceti//tatra 

(1) sfidhfira.na.h ~abda.h prameyatvart nitya iti / tad dhi nityfinityapak- 
.sayo.h s~tdh~ra.natv~td anaik~mtikam/kirh gha.tavat prameyatvfid anitya.h 
~abda ~hosvid akfi~avat prameyatv~n nitya iti// 

(2) asfidhfira.na.h ~fftva.natvan nitya iti/tad dhi nityfinityapak.s~bhyfiria 
vyfiv.rttatv~n nityanityavinirmuktasya c~myasy~tsarhbhavat sarh~ayahe- 
tu.h/kiriabhfitasy~tsya grfiva.natvam iti// 

(3) sapak.saikadegav.rttir vipak.savyfipi yathfi/aprayatn~nantariyaka.h 
~abdo 'nityatvfit/aprayatnfinantariyaka .h pak.sa .h/asya vidyudfik~fidi .h sa- 
pak.sa.h/tatraikadege vidyud~dau vidyate 'nityatvaria n~kfig~tdau/aprayat- 
nanantariyaka.h pak.sa.h/asya ghat~dir vipak.sa.h/tatra sarvatra gha.t~dau 
vidyate'nityatvam/ tasm~d etad api vidyudghat.as~dharmye.n~maik~rtti- 
kam/ kiria ghat.avad anityatv~tt prayatnfinantariyaka.h ~abda.h ~thosvid 
vidyudfidivad anityatv~td aprayatnfinantariyaka iti// 

(4) vipak.saikade~avrtti.h sapak.savy~pi yath~t/ prayatnanantariyaka.h 
gabdo'nityatvfit/prayatn~nantariyaka.h pak.sa.h/asya gha.tfidi.h sapak.sa.h/ 
tatra sarvatra gha!~dau vidyate 'nityatvam/prayatn~nantariyaka .h pak.sa .h/ 
asya vidyudak~tdir vipak.sa.h/tatraikade~e vidyudfidau vidyate 'nityat- 
varh nfik~tgfidau/ tasmad edad api vidyudgha.tas~dharmyen.a pfirvavad 
anaikfiatikam// 

(5) ubhayapak.saikadegav.rttir yath~t/ nitya.h gabdo 'mfirtatvfid iti/ 
nitya.h pak.sa.h/asy~kfigaparamfi.nvfidi.h sapak.sa.h/tatraikade~a ~ k ~ d a u  
vidyate 'mfirtatvarh na paramfi.nau/ nitya.h paksa.h/asya gha.tasukhfidir 
vipak.sa.h/ tatraikade~e sukh~dau vidyate 'mfirtatvarh na ghat.~dau/ 
tasmad etad api sukhfik~as~tdharmye .nanaik~mtikam// 

(6) viruddhgtvyabhic~ri yath~/ anitya.h gabda.h k.rtakatvad gha.tavad/ 
nitya.h gabda.h irfiva.natv~t ~abdatvavad iti/ ubhayo.h sarhgayahetutv~d 
dv~v apy etav eko 'naikfintika.h samudit~v eva// 

3.2.3. viruddhag catu.hprakara.h/ tadyathfi/ (1) dharmasvarfipavipari- 
tasadhana.h, (2) dharmavige.saviparita:~:lhana.h, (3) dharmisvarf~pavi- 
paritasadhana.h, (4) dharmiviie.saviparitasfidhana~ ceti//tatra 

(1) dharmasvarfipaviparitasfidhano yath~/ nitya.h ~abda.h krtakatv~tt 
prayatn~nantariyakatvad veti/ayalfa hetur vipak~a eva bh~tvfid viruddha .h// 
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(2) dharmavige.saviparitas~tdhano yathfi/parfirth~tg cak.sur~daya.h sa~- 
gh~ttatv~tc chayanasanfidyaflgavi~es.avad iti/ayarh hetur yath~t p~rfirthyarh 
cak.sur~tdin~rh s~dhayati tath~ sarhhatatvam api parasy~tmana.h s~dh- 
ayati/ubhayatr~vyabhicfir~t// 

(3) dharmisvarfipaviparitas~tdhano yath~t/ na dravyarh na karma na 
gun. o bh~va.h ekadravyavattv~d gu.nakarmasu ca bh~v~t s~mfinyavige.sa- 
vad iti/ ayarh hi hetur yathfi dravyfidiprati.sedharh bhRvasya sAdhayati 
tath~t bhfivasyAbhfivatvam api s~dhayati/ubhayatr~tvyabhicfir~tt// 

(4) dharmivi~e.saviparitas~dhano yath~/ ayam ew. hetur asminn eva 
pfirvapak.se 'syaiva dharmin, o yo vi~e.sa.h satpratyayakart.rtvarh nfima tad- 
viparitam asatpratyayakartrtvam api sfidhayati/ubhayatrfivyabhicfirfit// 

3.3. d.r.s.t~mfftbh~tso dvividha.h/ s~tdharmyen.a vaidharmye.na ca// tatra 
3.3.1. s~dharmyen.a t~tvad d.r.stfint~tbl'~sa.h paficaprak~ra.h/ tadyath~t/ 

(1) s~tdhanadharm~sidda.h, (2) s~dhyadharm~sidda.h, (3) ubhayadhar- 
m~siddha.h, (4) ananvaya.h, (5) vipariffmvaya~ ceti//tatra 

(1) s~tdhanadharm~tsiddho yath~t/nitya.h ~abdo 'mfirtatv~tt param~.nu- 
vat/yad amfirtarh tan nityarh d.rs.t.aria yath~ param~n.u.h/param~flau hi 
s~dhyarh nityatvam asti s~dhanadharmo 'mfirtatvafia n~sti mfirtatv~tt 
param~n, fin~m iti// 

(2) s~dhyadharm~tsiddho yath~t/nitya.h gabdo 'mfirtatv~d buddhivat/ 
yad amfirtarh tan nityarh d.r.st.afia yath~ buddhi.h//buddhau hi s~dhana- 
dharmo 'mfirtatvam asti s~dhyadharmo nityatvaria n~sti/ anityatv~td 
buddher iti// 

(3) ubhay~tsiddho dvividha.h/sann asaria~ ceti/tatra gha.tavad iti vidy- 
am~nobhay~tsiddha.h/anityatv~m mfirtatv~tc ca gha.tasya/ ~tk~avad ity 
avidyam~nobhay~siddha .h/tadasattvav~tdinarh prati// 

(4) ananvayo yatra vin~nvayena s~dhyas~tdhanayo.h sahabh~va.h pra- 
dar~yate/yath~t ghat.e k.rtakatvam anityatvaria ca d.r.s.tam iti// 

(5) viparit~nvayo yath~t/yat krtakarh tad anityafia d.r.s.tam iti vaktavye 
yad anityaria tat k.rtakam d.r.st.am iti braviti// 

3.3.2. vaidharmye.n~pi d.r.st.~nt~bh~sa.h paficaprak~ra.h/tadyath~/(1) 
s~dhy~vy~vrtta.h, (2) s~dhan~vy~v.rtta.h, (3) ubhay~vy~tv.rttah., (4) avyati- 
reka.h, (5) viparitavyatireka~ ceti//tatra 

(1) s~tdhy~tvy~v.rtto yath~/nitya.h gabdo 'mfirtatv~tt param~.nuvat/yad 
anityarh tan mfirtarh d.r.st.aria yath~t param~.nuh./param~m, or hi s~dhana- 
dharmo 'mfirtatvafia vy~tv.rttam mfirtatv~t param~.nfin~tm iti/s~dhyadhar- 
mo nityatvarh na vy~v.rttarh nityatv~t param~m, fin~m iti// 
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(2) s~dhan~vyav.rtto yatha/karmavad iti/karman.a.h sadhyarh nityat- 
varh vy~v.rttam/ anityatvat karman.a.h/ s~dhanadharmo 'm~tatvarh na 
vy~v.rttam/amOrtatvat karma.nah// 

(3) ubhay~vy~tv.rtta.h/ak~avad iti/tatsattvav~dinatfl prati/tato nityat- 
yam amfirtatvarh ca na vyav.rttam/ nityatvad amfirtatvac cak~gasyeti// 

(4) avyatireko yatra vina sadhyas~dhananiv.rttya tadvipak.sabh~vo 
nidar~yate/yath~t gha.te mfirtatvam anityatvarh ca d.r.st.am iti// 

(5) viparitavyatireko yath~t/yad anityarh tan mQrtarh d.r.st.am iti vak- 
tavye yan mQrtarh tad anityafia d.r.s.tam iti braviti// 

3.4. e.saria pak.sahetud.r.s.t~mtabhasanarh vacanani s~dhanabh~sam// 
4. atmapratygyanartharh tu pratyak.sam anumanaria ca dve eva pra- 

man.e// tatra pratyak.sarh kalpan~tpod.harh yaj jfianam arthe rfipadau 
n~majatyadikalpanarahitaria tat/ ak.sam ak.saria prati vartata iti pratyak- 
.sam//anumfinafia liflgad arthadarganam/liflgarh punas trirfipam uktam/ 
tasmad yad anumeye 'rthe jfianam utpadyate 'gnir atranitya.h ~abda iti 
vfi tad anumanam//ubhayatra tad eva jfianarh phalam adhigamar~pat- 
vat/savyaparavatkhyfite .h prama.natvam iti// 

5. kalpan~tjfianam arthantare pratyaks.abhasam/ yaj jfianarh ghat.a.h 
pat.a iti va vikalpayata.h samutpadyate tad arthasvalak.sa.n~tvi.sayatvat 
pratyak.s~tbhgsam//hetvfibhasapfirvakaria jfi~mam anumanabhfisam/het, 
vabhaso hi bahuprakara ukta.h/tasmad yad anumeye'rthe jfianam avy- 
utpannasya bhavati tad anuman~bh~tsam// 

6. sadhanado.sodbh~van~mi dQ.sa.nfini//s~dhanado.so nyfinatvam/pak- 
.sado.sah. pratyak.sadiviruddhatvam/ hetudo.so'siddhanaikantikaviruddh- 
atvam/dr.st.antado.sa.h sadhanadharmadyasiddhatvam/tasyodbhfivanam 
pragnikapratygyanarh dfis.a .ham// 

7. abhQtasadhanado.sodbhavanani dfl.san.abhgsgni// sarhp~rfle s~tdh- 
ane ny0natvavacanam/ adu.st.apak.se pak.sadosavacanam/ siddhahetuke 
'siddhahetukarh vacanam/ ek~mtahetuke 'nekfintahetukarh vacanam/ 
aviruddhahetuke viruddhahetukarh vacanam/adu.st.ad.r.st.ante dus..tadr.st.an- 
tado.savacanam/ etani dfi.sa.nabh~ts~mi/na hy ebhih parapak.so dta.syate/ 
niravadyatvat tasya//ity uparamyate// 

pad~rthamatram akhyatam ~dau diflmatrasiddhaye/ yatra yukfir 
ayuktir va sgnyatra suvicarita////iti nyayaprave~akasfitrarh samap- 
tam// 
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